FOR ALL YOUR OUTDOOR SECURITY NEEDS

MCR-308 WIRELESS OUTDOOR PROTECTION KIT
Part Number Z-UK070

Includes:
1 X MCR - 308+
(4 CHANNEL HYBRID RECEIVER)
2 x TOWER 20AM MCW
(WIRELESS EXTERNAL PIR)

Fast and easy to install in preprogrammed kit.
Wireless sensors, no cables or conduit needed.
Suitable for security applications.
Ideal replacement for Infra-Red beams.
Operates with most hardwired control panels.
Up to 16 Tower 20’s can operate on one MCR-308+.
Tower 20 features Octa-PIR technology to reduce false alarms.
IP-65 Tested in all weather conditions.

Now available at:
 ENTERPRISE DISTRIBUTION
Bedford : Birmingham : Bramley
Bristol : Brockley : Manchester
Nottingham : Norwich : Rochester
Sheffield

For more information contact visonic. T: 0870 730 0830  E: VISONICSales.UK@VISONIC.COM  W: WWW.VISONIC.COM